In multirate processing, it is often necessary to understand how the statistical properties of signals (such as stationarity) are altered by passage through multirate systems. Some of these issues have been addressed in [l]. For example, it is shown in [l] that a necessary and sufficient condition for the output of an L-fold intt:rpolation filter to be wide sense stationary (WSS) for all WSS inputs, is that the filter have an aliasfree(L) support. However this result was established using conventional tools such as polyphase matrices, which resulted in a convoluted derivation which does not provide much insight. It also leaves many questions unanswered, since it does not generalize easily to the case of systems with vector inputs. This paper shows that problems of this nature can be addressed in an elegant and insightful manner by using bifrequency maps [2],[3], and bispectra [4]. In particular, we give a simpler proof of the above-mentioned result of [l], and generalize it to the case of vector systems.
INTELODUCTION
Consider the L-fold scalar interpolation filter shown in Fig. 1 For this system, [l] derives a necessary and sufficient condition for the output to be wide sense stationary (WSS) for all WSS inputs. The condition is that the filter H(ej") have aliasfree(l) support. The derivation of this result was based on the fact that a scalar random process is WSS iff its blocked version is WSS with pseudocirculant power spectral density (psd) matrix. The use of pseudocirculants however results in very implicit ccinditions on the system. Pansforming them into the explicit aliasfree(L) condition is laborious, and does not provide much insight. Further, it becomes extremely difficult to generalize this approach to the case of multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems with vector random process inputs. This paper shows thai; problems of this nature can be solved very elegently and in a geometrically insightful way using bifrequency maps 1:2],[3] and bispectra [4]. These are two-dimensional Fourier transforms that characterize all linear time-varying (LTV:i systems and nonstationary random processes respectively. Though these tools have been known in the literature, they have not often been used for analysis of multirate systems, being very general. However they greatly simplify the analysis in the context of problems 0-7803-4455-3/98/$10.00 0 1998 IEEE of the kind mentioned above. We provide a much simplified derivation of the above-mentioned aliasfree(l) condition, and extend it to the MIMO case shown in Fig. 2 
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The function describing the shape of the im ulse along the q-th line is Pz(eJW) = Px(eJY,eJ(W-(2"q/L~). Note that Pz(eJw) = P:+'(eJw) for ail integers q. Here P:(eJW) is Hermitian positive-semidefinite for all real w. In the WSS case, L = 1 and this quantity equals the conventional psd matrix of the WSS process. Thus the bispectrum matrix of a WSS process x(n) with psd matrix S(eJW) has a plot as shown in Fig. 3b , and is given by
If ever a vector process x(n) has a bispectrum matrix given by (6) then it is necessarily CWSS(L). Similarly, for any Sx(eJw', e3") given by (9) for Hermitian positive semidefinite S(eJW) one can find a WSS process x(n) with S(eJ"') as the psd matrix, and hence with SX(eJw', eJw) as the bispectrum matrix.
'The term bispectrum has also been used in the literature [7] to refer to third order statistics of random processes, however our definition is completely different from this usage. Our definition is similar but not identical to that of the cyclic spectrum used in [8].
Action of linear systems on Bispectra
It is well known that passing a WSS vector x ( n ) with psd matrix S,(eJW) through an LTI system with frequency response H(ej"), gives a WSS vector y(n) with psd matrix S,.(ej") = H(ej")Sx(ejW)Ht(ejw) (10)
Thus the output psd matrix is the transfer function of the cascade shown in Fig. 4 where each box is an LTI system with transfer function written within. Similarly, passing an arbitrary random vector process x(n) with bispectrum matrix Sx(ejw', ei:) through an LTV system with bifrequency function K(eJ"' ,eiw) gives a vector y(n) which is in general nonstationary. The bispectrum matrix Sy(ejw', ej") of y ( n ) is the bifrequency function of the cascade shown in Fig. 5 , where each box is an LTV system with bifrequency function written within. This is shown in 191 for continuoustime scalar systems, and can be proved for the present case in a similar way. Here in particular if the LTV system is LTI with transfer matrix H(e3W) then . , .
This can be proved independently or by specializing the general result for LTV systems to the LTI case.
V E C T O R I N T E R P O L A T I O N FILTERS
This section states and proves one of the main results of the paper. We first define MIMO aliasfree(L) transfer matrices. Recall that an aliasfree(l) set of frequencies is a set S such that no two points w and w' satisfying w-w' = (2rq/L) can simultaneously belong to S , if q is any integer not a multiple of L. A scalar LTI system is said to be aliasfree(L) (or anti-aliasing(L)) if its transfer function is supported on an aliasfree(l) set. The output of such a system can be decimated by L without causing aliasing overlap in the frequency domain. Definition. The transfer matrix H(ej") of a MIMO LTI system is said to have an aliasfree(L) support, and the system is said to be MIMO aliasfree(l), if it satisfies the following property: If w -w' = (2rq/L) where q is any integer not a multiple of L, then at least one of the two matrices H(ej") and H(ej"') is zero. This is equivalent to the statement that there exists an aliasfree(l) set S such that,each of the scalar transfer functions within the matrix H(eJW) has support contained in S.
Statement and Discussion of the Result
Theorem la. The vector interpolation filter shown in Fig. 2 has a WSS output y(n).for all WSS input x ( n ) if and only if the LTI system H(e3") is MIMO aliasfree(l). Under this condition the psd matrices S,(ej") and Sy(ejw) of x(n) and y(n) respectively, are related as (12) S,(ej") = .i;H(ejW)S,(ej"L)Ht(ej") 1 Theorem lb. In Fig. 2 , if the expanders are removed, the output y ( n ) is WSS for ai1 CWSS(L) v ( n ) if and only
v-54 if H(ej") is MIMO aliasfree(L). In other words, a MIMO LTI system produces WSS 'outputs for all CWSS(L) inputs if and only if it is MIMO a:liasfree(L).
Note that the definition of MIMO aliasfree transfer matrices, when applied to Scaliw systems, yields the usual definition of a system with aliasfree support. Thus the aliasfree condition derived in Theorlem 4.1 of [l] is a special case of Theorem l a for the case of scalar systems as in Fig. 1 . The condition in Theorem l a is clearly necessary for Theorem l b because the vector process v ( n ) in Fig. 2 can be shown to be CWSS(L) for any WSS input x ( n ) . However if v(n) is an arbitrary CWSS(L) vector process, then it cannot always be created by L-fold upsampling of a WSS process x(n); and then it is not obvious whether the condition of Theorem l a would still ensure that the output y ( n ) is WSS. The strength of Theorem l b is that it tells that this is indeed sufficient. This result is not stated in any form in [l] .
The main idea in the proof of the result is that the system output is in general CWSS(L), with an impulsive bispectrum as in Fig. 3a . The impulse functions on the lines have shapes that depend on the transfer matrix H(ej") in a way that can be calculiited. We now impose that the output be WSS. This is thus equivalent to choosing H(ej") so that the unwanted impulse-lines (i.e. the lines w' -w = 2nq/L, q = 1 , 2 , . . . , L -1: l are suppressed, and the output bispectrum looks as in Fig. 3b . The proof will show that this translates almost immediately into a condition on the support of H(eJ"), in contrast to the approach of [l] which is much more laborious.
Proof of Theorem l a
We can verify from the definitions, that L-fold upsampling of a process causes its bispectrum to be upsampled by L in each 'frequency' variable. Fkom this observation and using (ll), we can compute the bispectrum matrix Sy(ejwI, ej") of the output in Fig. 2 , to be 1 -H ( e j W ' ) S x ( e j " ' ) H t ( e j w ) p L ( w -w ' ) , (13) L where S,(ej") is the convc:ntional psd matrix of x(n). Here we have used (9) for the input bispectrum, and have also used the scaling property of the a(.) function. Now (6) shows that y ( n ) is CWSS(L), and will be WSS if and only if the following is true: (14) for all q E B where B is8 the set of integers that are not multiples of L. (The system H(eJ") must suppress the unwanted impulse-lines in the CWSS bispectrum). Consider the specia1,case of Fig. 1 where H(ej") = H(ej") and &(eJW) = Sz(eJw) are scalars. This is the case addressed in [l] . Here (14) becomes (15) for all q E B. If the output y(n) is to be WSS f o r all WSS inputs z(n), then it is necessary and sufficient that (15) holds for every positive S3:(eJWL). (The necessity is because, as is well known, given any positive transfer function S(eJ") we can find a WSS scalas random process with S(ei") as the psd matrix.) Clearly this is the same as saying that whenever w' -w = 2nq/L for any integer q not a multiple of L, then of H(ej"') and H(ej") at least one is zero. This is nothing but the statement that the LTI system H(ej") has an aliasfree(L) support. This proves the scalar result (Theorem 4.1 of [l] ).
H(eiw')S,(ejwL)Ht (ej")
For the more general vector case of Fig. 2, y ( n ) is WSS for all x ( n ) if and only if (14) holds for every Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix S,(eJWL). (Again, given any Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix A one can find a matrix B such that A = BBt; so by (lo), if e(.) is a process with white uncorrelated scalar components, we can form the process x(n)=Be(n) which has psd matrix S,(eJw) = A). From the definition it is clear that if H(ej") is MIMO aliasfree(L) then (14) is indeed satisfied for every S,(eJWL). The converse is proved by contradiction, first for the case when H(ej") is a row vector : Let w' -w = 2nq/;L, q E B.
Choosing Sx(ej") = I shows that H(ej"), H(eJ" ) are orthogonal. But if they are both nonzero, we can easily find a linear transform matrix B that transforms them into two non-orthogonal vectors. Choosing Sx(e3") = BBt now furnishes the contradiction to the assumption that they are both nonzero. This can then be used to prove by contradiction the statement for the general case when H(ej") is of arbitrary size. This gives the converse statement. Finally, under the MIMO aliasfree(L) condition, since the output y ( n ) is WSS, its bispectrum (13) takes the form of (9). Comparing these equations shows that the output psd is indeed given by (12) as claimed. This concludes the proof of Theorem la. v v v
Proof of Theorem l b
As explained in Section 3.1, we just, need to show that the MIMO aliasfree(L) property of H(e3") implies that y(n) is WSS for all CWSS(L) v(n) in Fig. 2 . If v(n) is CWSS(L), the form of its bispectrum Sv(eJw ,e'") is given by (6), and using (ll), the output bispectrum has the form S,(eJW ,ej") = H(eJw')PV(eJw , e J W ) H t (ej")pL(w -w')
Comparison with (6) shows that y ( n ) is indeed CWSS(L). The MIMO aliasfree(L) condition immediately implies that the function on the q-th line of the bispectrum of y(n), i.e. is zero unless q is a multiple of t. Hence (16) takes the form of (9), i.e. y ( n ) is WSS as claimed. v v v
OTHER RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Looking at the bispectra allows us to find an explicit condition for the output of a scalar LPTV(L) system to be WSS for all WSS inputs. This is obtained by applying the rule described by Fig. 5 to LPTV systems in order to find the output bispectrum. As explained earlier, we then impose the condition that the unwanted impulse-lines in the bispectrum be suppressed. This gives rise to a condition in terms of the aliasing gains Aq(ej") of the system: Ai(ej("'-(t))Af(ej") = 0 whenever i # r, We have thus shown that some problems involving multirate systems with stochastic inputs can be easily and elegantly solved by looking at the output bispectra. The main advantage is the geometric insight obtained when CWSS processes are involved, which gives a neat representation of the bispectra in terms of impulsive lines. V-56
